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History and context

• 1990s: decoupling was born as an empirical hypothesis 
(Grossman and Krueger, 1991, 1995; Panayotou, 1993; Shafik and Bandyopadhyay, 1992)


• 2000s: decoupling became a policy goal                          
(OECD, European Commission, United Nations Environment Programme, World Bank) 


• 2002: birth of degrowth as a critique of green growth


• 2015: decoupling becomes common sense “endeavour to decouple 
economic growth from environmental degradation” (Target 8.4, Goal n°8 in the Sustainable 
Development Goals) 



Grossman and Krueger, 1991 Panayotou, 1993
Empirical tests and policy analysis of environmental degradation  
at different stages of economic development

Environmental impacts of a North American  
free trade agreement
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Sustainable Development Goals, 2015



A European Green New Deal, 2019
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WHAT IS DECOUPLING?



1. Magnitude: relative or absolute


2. Variables: driven and driving


3. Scale: global or local


4. Durability: temporary or permanent 


5. Efficacy: sufficient or insufficient


6. Fairness: large enough in the global North

6 dimensions
What kind of decoupling are we talking about?



Gross Domestic Product
• “An aggregate measure of production equal to the sum of the gross value added of all 

resident institutional units engaged in production” = a measure of the total market value 
of final goods and services newly produced within a country’s borders over a period of 
time


• “Gross” because it doesn’t account for the depreciation of the factors of production 
(opposite would be net domestic product) 


• “Domestic” because it tracks activities based on residence, what is being produced in 
one single country; while Gross National Product records activities based on citizenship


• Usually denominated in GDP per capita to filter out demographic changes, and real 
GDP per capita to account for price changes (inflation/deflation)



Human Development Report, 2020



The Dasgupta review, 2021



Beça and Santos, 2014. A comparison between GDP and ISEW in decoupling analysis 



O’Neill et al., 2018. A good life for all within planetary boundaries 



Environmental Pressures

• All the consequences an economy has on nature


• The “economic metabolism” approach from ecological economics, looking at 
the biophysical flow traversing an economy (the throughput) 

• Stock (forest as a stock of wood) flow (trees cut down are an out-flow of that 
stock), and funds (a forest is also a fund of ecosystem services) 


• Environmental pressures = resource use + impacts



Human Development Report, 2020



The Dasgupta review, 2021



Beça and Santos, 2014. A comparison between GDP and ISEW in decoupling analysis 



O’Neill et al., 2018. A good life for all within planetary boundaries 



A two-fold decoupling

GDP

Source decoupling Sink decoupling
Decoupling GDP from the use of natural resources 


(materials, energy, water, land, animals)


Examples: extraction of materials, water use, energy use


Indicators: domestic extraction, material footprint, primary

energy supply, land occupation, water footprint, ecological

footprint, etc. 


Decoupling GDP from environmental impacts 

Examples: waste, greenhouse gases, biodiversity loss,

soil degradation, deforestation, air quality, water pollution,

quality of ecosystem services, ocean acidification, 


Indicators: … 
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Partial and total decoupling



Wiedenhofer et al., 2020. A systematic review of the evidence on decoupling

Decoupling studies focus on energy and CO2 emissions



• Production-based versus consumption-based


• Decoupling or delocalisation ? Not accounting for the resources mobilised and for 
impacts generated abroad may lead to detecting apparent decoupling for countries 
who delocalise their production elsewhere. 


• And in reverse: territorial approach underestimate decoupling for exporting countries 
who host impacting activities 


• The consumption-based approach only appeared in 2012


• 92% of all the empirical studies on decoupling (835 in total as of June 2019) use 
production-based/territorial measures (so only 70 studies use consumption-based 
indicators). Only 4% of studies compare territorial with footprint approaches.* 

Territorial versus footprint indicators 

*Wiedenhofer et al., 2020. A systematic review of the evidence on decoupling
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GDP-driven decoupling pressures-driven decoupling



GDP

Relative decoupling

Environmental pressures per unit of 

economic output declines but not enough

to compensate for the increase in output

Small absolute decoupling

GDP grows alongside and absolute reduction

of resource use and impacts, but that 

reduction is small 

Sufficient absolute decoupling

GDP grows alongside and absolute reduction

of resource use and impacts, and it is 

enough to achieve environmental targets 

100
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Fedrigo-Fazio, 2016. Evidence of Absolute Decoupling from Real World Policy Mixes in Europe

The size of decoupling matters
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Different pressures = different thresholds
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UNEP, Emissions gap report 2020





Hubacek et al., 2017. Poverty eradication in a carbon constrained world

Moving the global poor to $3-8 a day would consume 66% of the 2°C global carbon budget
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Parrique, 2019. Decoupling is Dead! Long Live Degrowth!


